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A B S T R A C T   

Background: What, exactly, do number line estimation (NLE) tasks measure? Different versions of the task were 
observed to have different effects on performance. 
Method: We investigated associations between the production (indicating the location) and perception version 
(indicating the number) of the bounded and unbounded NLE task and their relationship to arithmetic. 
Results: A stronger correlation was observed between the production and perception version of the unbounded 
than the bounded NLE task, indicating that both versions of the unbounded—but not the bounded—NLE task 
measure the same construct. Moreover, overall low but significant associations between NLE performance and 
arithmetic were only observed for the production version of the bounded NLE task. 
Conclusion: These results substantiate that the production version of bounded NLE seems to rely on proportion 
judgment strategies, whereas both unbounded versions and the perception version of the bounded NLE task may 
rely more on magnitude estimation.   

1. Introduction 

Number line estimation (NLE), or locating a number on a given 
number line, is a common task used in research on numerical develop-
ment to assess children’s understanding of number magnitude (see [1] 
for a review and meta-analyses). There are different versions of the NLE 
task. The most applied version is the bounded NLE task by Siegler and 
Opfer [2]. In the vast majority of studies published on NLE (see e.g. 
[2–11]), a so-called production version of the bounded NLE task was 
used, where the position of a given number has to be estimated on a 
number line with specified start and endpoint numbers (henceforth 
production version, cf. [1]). As argued by Siegler and Opfer [2], con-
clusions about the underlying representation of number magnitude can 
been inferred directly from participants’ estimation pattern, which is 
best explained by linear or logarithmic response functions (see e.g. [12, 
4,13,9], but see Barth and Palladino [14] for differing results). 
Furthermore, the repeated use of this task, therefore, should allow to 

track the development of children’s representation of number magni-
tude over time (e.g., [15]). With experience and age, the estimation 
pattern was found to change from an initially less accurate logarithmic 
estimation pattern to a more precise and linear one (e.g. [5,16,17]). 

In some studies, this typical production version of the bounded NLE 
task is complemented by a perception version in which participants have 
to indicate which number best describes an already marked position on a 
number line ([2], henceforth perception version of the task). However, 
only few studies have used this version of the task so far [2,18–22]. In 
the seminal study by Siegler and Opfer [2], the authors noted linear 
estimation patterns in the production version of the bounded NLE task in 
a sample of second graders on a 0 to 100 scale, but logarithmic ones on a 
0 to 1,000 scale. Importantly, considerably different estimation patterns 
were observed in the perception version of the bounded NLE task where 
the same second graders showed estimation patterns best described by 
an exponential function for both scales. However, older students as well 
as adults also showed linear performance patterns in the perception 
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version of the bounded NLE task. Hence, these results provided first 
evidence that these two task versions might not measure the same un-
derlying construct. 

There is an ongoing debate with respect to the validity of the tradi-
tional bounded NLE task as it might not capture pure numerical esti-
mation (e.g. [14,23–30]). In particular, Barth and colleagues [14,31,32] 
argued that changes in estimation patterns may be better described by 
an increasing reliance on proportion judgements, rather than by a 
logarithmic-to-linear representational shift. Completing the NLE task 
successfully seems to depend on the application of appropriate strategies 
(see e.g. [14,24,32–37]). There is accumulating evidence that children 
estimate target numbers based on refence points (e.g., the start and 
endpoint as well as the middle of the number line). Hence, 
logarithmic-to-linear changes in response patterns may originate from 
constraints that are task specific (see [25]). 

Cohen and Blanc-Goldhammer [24] introduced the unbounded 
number line estimation task to address this issue. Only a standard line 
segment with a start point and a scaling unit with two vertical lines 
depicting a unit (usually 1) are provided in this task version. In the 
production version, individuals are asked to estimate the magnitude of a 
presented target number based on this unit length. For the bounded NLE 
task, an M-shaped pattern of estimation errors smaller and less variant at 
and around reference points is typically observed. In contrast, the dis-
tribution of errors is increasing linearly for the unbounded NLE task and 
thus seems to overcome the limitations of the traditional bounded task 
version. The unbounded version is therefore considered to be a purer 
and more valid measure of number magnitude estimation (see [21,24, 
25,35–38]; for a review see [39]). 

As this task variant is fairly new, only two studies have employed a 
perception version of the unbounded NLE task so far [19,21]. Cohen 
et al. [19] found that the perception version of the unbounded NLE task 
produced the same estimation biases as the production versions of both 
the bounded and the unbounded NLE task. Only the perception version 
of the bounded NLE task was exceptional showing systematic biases 
different from the three other task versions. In particular, participants 
overestimated the quantity presented in the perception version of the 
bounded NLE task more than its production counterpart. Conversely, 
Reinert et al. [21] observed systematic patterns of underestimation in 
the perception version of the unbounded NLE task as well as in the 
perception version of a dot estimation task. This result corroborates the 
notion that the unbounded NLE task seems conceptually similar to the 
non-symbolic numerosity estimation task and may thus represent a 
purer measure of number magnitude estimation. 

1.1. Associations of bounded and unbounded NLE with arithmetic skills 

There is accumulating evidence to question whether bounded and 
unbounded NLE tasks measure the same underlying construct. Previous 
studies found differing correlations between different versions of the 
NLE task and broader mathematical outcomes (for a review, see [40]). 
More accurate estimations in the production version of the bounded NLE 
task were shown to be predictive of better mathematical achievement 
[18,41–43]. For example, Sasanguie et al. [44] observed that more 
linear estimation patterns in the production version of the bounded NLE 
task were associated with higher mathematic achievement (see also [12, 
45,46,7]). Furthermore, the study of Torbeyns et al. [43] indicated 
strong correlations between mathematical achievement scores of sixth 
and eighth graders and a bounded NLE task on fractions. Importantly, 
these associations remained significant in several studies, even when 
controlling for plausible confounding variables such as intelligence, 
executive function [47,4], parental income and education, gender [47], 
or reading achievement [48]. Schneider et al. [1] substantiated these 
associations in a meta-analysis observing correlations between various 
even more complex and advanced mathematical competence measures 
and bounded NLE performance. Hence, there is considerable evidence 
that the production version of the bounded NLE task is a meaningful 

predictor of broader mathematical skills (see also [1,40]). 
In contrast, there are only a few research studies on correlations 

between unbounded NLE and math performance so far. From the 17 
existing studies on unbounded NLE, only four evaluated the association 
of unbounded NLE performance and other numerical and mathematical 
skills [49,38,50,27]. For instance, Link et al. [27] observed no signifi-
cant associations between unbounded NLE and numerical or mathe-
matical skills in fourth-graders, but significant correlations between 
bounded NLE and several numerical and mathematical tasks (including 
addition and subtraction performance). Similarly, Georges and Schiltz 
[49] also found no significant association between the production 
version of unbounded NLE and addition as well as subtraction skills in 
second and fourth graders (but did so for bounded NLE, see [50], for 
differing results). Thus, previous studies mostly did not substantiate the 
association of unbounded NLE with other numerical/mathematical 
skills. 

1.2. Strategy use in bounded and unbounded NLE 

In sum, the findings described above suggest that bounded and un-
bounded NLE might not measure the same underlying construct as at 
least the traditional bounded NLE task seems to be confounded by spe-
cific strategies used to solve this task (e.g. [26]). The significant asso-
ciation with other numerical and mathematical skills observed in 
previous studies suggests that estimation performance in bounded NLE 
may be driven by proportional judgement strategies. More specifically, 
participants may use reference points such as the midpoint of the 
number line to complete this task version, rather than mere estimation 
(e.g. [51]). In contrast, the unbounded NLE task seems to involve more 
pure estimation strategies and may therefore be more independent of 
specific estimation strategies such as proportion judgement. Individuals 
were instead found to develop their own strategies to solve this task 
version (see [24,35,52]). 

1.3. The current study 

The purpose of the present study was to investigate (i) the association 
of perception and production version of bounded and unbounded NLE 
tasks and (ii) their potentially selective association with primary school 
children’s performance on a variety of different basic numerical and 
mathematical skills. To the best of our knowledge, so far, there is no 
study evaluating similarities and differences between perception and 
production versions of bounded and unbounded NLE in terms of their 
respective correlations but also their associations with other numerical 
and mathematical skills. Doing so will provide further evidence on 
whether NLE tasks measure the same underlying construct depending on 
task version (bounded vs. unbounded) and presentation format 
(perception vs. production version). 

One may conjecture that perception and production versions of 
bounded and unbounded NLE reflect the same task demands (i.e., pro-
cessing spatial-numerical correspondence in a setting allowing propor-
tion judgement (bounded) or not (unbounded NLE)). Accordingly, we 
expected significant correlations between the perception and the pro-
duction version of the bounded and unbounded NLE tasks, respectively. 
Moreover, in line with previous studies, we expected to replicate the 
significant association of the (mostly employed) production version of 
the bounded NLE task with other basic numerical and arithmetic skills as 
completion (see [12,45,27,37]). In contrast, no such correlation is ex-
pected for production version of unbounded NLE according to previous 
studies (e.g. [49,27]). Based on the expected correlation between the 
perception and the production versions of bounded and unbounded NLE, 
a similar pattern of associations was expected for the perception version 
of the bounded NLE task. 
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2. Methods 

2.1. Participants 

A total of 142 fourth graders (68 girls) with a mean age of 10.4 years 
(SD = 5.6 months) participated in this study. They were recruited from 
ten different public elementary schools in Switzerland and assessed on a 
battery of tasks evaluating basic arithmetic skills (see below for a more 
detailed description). All children were German speaking and partici-
pated voluntarily. Prior to testing, written informed consent was ob-
tained from children’s parents and the headmaster, while oral assent 
was obtained from children and teachers. The study was approved by the 
local ethics committee of the University of Bern (Nr. 2017-10-00003). 

2.2. Stimuli and procedure 

The present study was carried out in the context of a larger research 
project that also investigated fine and gross motor skills, working 
memory, executive functions such as inhibition and switching, self- 
concept, and physical activity. However, for the current research ques-
tion only data from bounded and unbounded NLE as well as children’s 
basic arithmetic performance as assessed by a standardized math 
achievement test battery (Heidelberger Rechentest, HRT; [53]) were 
considered. 

All children completed the different tasks in two sessions during 
regular school hours. About half of the pupils started with a classroom 
session, including administration of the HRT which was conducted in 
paper-based form as per manual. A booklet including all test materials 
was distributed to keep the order of tasks constant for all participants. 
This also comprised assessment of background variables (e.g., de-
mographics, SES, etc.), questionnaires evaluating physical activity and 
self-concept. In case children finished a task or questionnaire earlier, 
they were told to wait silently and not to begin with the next task / 
questionnaire until instructed. The entire group session lasted about 45 
min. Completion of the six HRT subtests (i.e., Addition, Subtraction, 
Multiplication, Division, Number Sequences, and Number Comparison) 
took about 15 min. 

In the other session, children performed the computerized NLE tasks 
as well as tasks assessing executive functioning (measuring working 
memory, inhibition, and switching) individually in a separate room. 
Stimuli of both the unbounded and bounded NLE tasks were presented 
as pictures on a laptop with a 15.4′ WXGA screen at a resolution of 
1,280 × 800 pixels. Both NLE tasks included a perception and a pro-
duction version of the respective task and children were asked to 
respond as fast and as accurate as possible. The order of all computerized 
tasks varied pseudo-randomly with the constraint that students never 
completed an unbounded NLE task directly following a bounded NLE 
task. This was done to avoid students transferring the number range 
from the bounded to the unbounded NLE task. Furthermore, children did 
not receive any information about the range of numbers used in the 
unbounded NLE task. For both task versions, no feedback was provided 
as to the correctness of children’s responses. For each participant, target 
numbers were presented in randomized order. Performing the NLE tasks 
in the individual session took about half an hour. The other half of 
children completed the experiment with sessions reversed. 

2.3. Number line estimation 

In the perception version (position-to-number) of both the bounded as 
well as the unbounded NLE tasks, a target position was already marked 
with a blue vertical line on the number line. Children were asked to 
insert the Arabic number that is reflected by the respective spatial 
location using the number keys of the laptop keyboard. A box in which 
their response was shown was displayed above the start point and 
children had to press the “Enter” button to login their final response. 

In the production version (number-to-position) of the bounded and 

unbounded NLE tasks, participants were given a target number and 
requested to indicate its spatial position on an otherwise empty number 
line using the mouse to click at the estimated position. The blue vertical 
line with which they had to indicate the estimated location of the target 
always appeared in the center of the screen (for the unbounded version) 
or at the starting point (for the bounded version) on the number line and 
had a vertical length of about 1.5 cm. All number lines and target 
numbers were displayed in black color against a white background (see 
Fig. 1) on a Lenovo 3000 N200 laptop with a screen size of 15.4′, aspect 
ratio of 16:10, and driven at a resolution rate of 1,280 × 800 pixels. 

The bounded number line estimation task covered the number range 
from 0 to 1,000. A total of sixteen items was displayed both in the 
perception as well as in the production version of the task [13, 24, 67, 
125, 234, 285, 363, 426, 517, 586, 671, 736, 834, 916, 981, 997]. Target 
numbers were equally distributed across the whole range with a slight 
oversampling at around the start, mid- and endpoint of the scale as 
potential landmarks. The number line was displayed at the same posi-
tion on screen for all items at a physical length of 19.5 cm. 

Two different sets of fifteen target numbers, ranging from 2 to 49, 
were created for the unbounded number line estimation task: one for the 
perception version [3, 4, 9, 12, 15, 19, 23, 24, 28, 31, 35, 36, 43, 46, 48] 
and another for the production version [2, 5, 8, 13, 14, 18, 21, 25, 26, 
32, 37, 38, 42, 45, 49]. Target numbers were chosen to be on average 
equally distributed across the entire number range covered. As in pre-
vious studies, a smaller number range was used for the unbounded 
version, as there is no evidence for an influence of the number range on 
participants’ estimation performance (see [24,50,35,52]). Number lines 
had a numerical length of 50 units (with 48 being the largest target 
number in the perception and 49 in the production version) at a physical 
length of 19.4 cm. The size of unit 1 was indicated at the start point 
reflecting a segment with a length of 0.3 cm. The position of the number 
lines varied randomly on the screen to prevent children from using 
external reference points. 

For both bounded as well as unbounded NLE the percentage absolute 
error [henceforth PAE = |estimated number – target|/scale; cf. [9]] was 
used as dependent variable reflecting children’s NLE performance. 
Thereby, we standardized children’s estimation errors on the number 
range of both number line tasks to ensure comparability. 

Standard Math Achievement Test (Heidelberger Rechentest; HRT 1–4). 
Five subtests of the HRT were used to assess children’s basic arithmetic 
abilities: i) addition (e.g., “16 + 27 = _”), ii) subtraction (e.g., “50 - 14 =
_”), iii) multiplication (e.g., “8 × 17 = _”), iv) division (e.g., “28 : 4 = _”), 
and v) number comparison (e.g., “2 + 9 • 20′′ Is 2 + 9 bigger (>) or 
smaller (<) than 20 ?). Each of these subtests consists of 40 items of 
increasing difficulty, beginning with simple items. Additionally, the 
subtest (vi) number sequences (e.g., “3 3 4 5 5 6 _ _ _”) was administered, 
in which children have to add the next three numbers to given number 
sequences by identifying and extending the logical relationship between 
numbers. The HRT is designed as a speed test to solve as many trials as 
possible within the two minutes time limit for the arithmetic and three 
minutes for the number sequences subtests. In this study, sum scores of 
correctly solved items served as the dependent variable. The maximum 
score for each subtest of the arithmetic part is 40 points, whereas 20 
points can be achieved in the number sequences subtest. 

3. Results 

Regarding NLE tasks, estimates that differed more than ± 3 standard 
deviations from individuals’ overall mean estimates for the respective 
task version were excluded from further analyses in a first step. This 
resulted in a loss of 0.01% of the data. Moreover, mean estimates of a 
single subtask were missing for two children. Overall, 20 children did 
not participate in the group sessions in which the HRT was administered, 
so our analyses were based on data of at least 121 children. However, 
more data sets were available for the analyses on NLE tasks that were 
collected in the individual sessions (see Table 1). 
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3.1. Descriptive statistics 

All descriptive information is depicted in Table 1. 

3.2. Correlation analysis 

An overview of all raw correlations between the variables of interest 
is given in Table 2. As expected, all HRT subtests were significantly 
inter-related. 

3.2.1. Correlations between basic arithmetic skills and number line 
estimation 

Overall, only few significant correlations were found between NLE 
and arithmetic performance. Importantly, and in line with previous 
evidence, no significant correlations with arithmetic tasks were 
observed for both versions of the unbounded NLE task. Interestingly, this 
was also the case for the perception version of the bounded NLE task. 

Significant associations between NLE and arithmetic tasks were only 
observed for the production version of the bounded NLE task. In line 
with previous studies (see [12,45,5,27]), children’s estimation accuracy 
(in terms of PAE) correlated significantly with addition and subtraction 
performance as well as performance on the number sequences subscale. 
For all associations, correlation coefficients indicated that children with 
more accurate estimates in the production version of the bounded NLE 
task attained a higher score on the respective HRT subtest. 

3.2.2. Bounded and unbounded number line estimation 
Mean estimates and estimation errors were plotted as a function of 

target number (see Fig. 2) to evaluate potential differences in fourth 
graders’ bounded and unbounded NLE performance. For these charts, all 
individual estimates that differed more than ± 3 standard deviations 
from groups’ mean estimate of the respective target number were 
excluded from further analyses. This resulted in a loss of 0.03% of trials 
in both the production and the perception version of the bounded NLE 
task. In the unbounded NLE tasks, this procedure led to a loss of 0.008% 
of trials in the production and 0.009% in the perception version. 

The distribution of errors, however, showed that participants 
evidently used reference points in both the production as well as in the 
perception version of the bounded NLE task: The characteristic M-sha-
ped pattern in the right column of Panels A and B indicates more minor 

Fig. 1. Bounded and unbounded NLE tasks. 
Note. Example of an (A) bounded and (B) unbounded NLE task. The perception version is depicted in the upper row, the production version in the lower row. 

Table 1 
Descriptive information.  

Variable N M SD Range (Min - 
Max) 

Sex (female/male) 68/ 
74 

– – – 

Age (years) 142 10.36 0.47 9.30 – 11.87 
Bounded number line – perception 

(PAE) 
137 3.28 3.02 0.03 – 15.49 

Bounded number line – production 
(PAE) 

140 3.54 3.08 0.02 – 14.94 

Unbounded number line – 
perception (PAE) 

142 25.75 14.53 0.53 – 70.53 

Unbounded number line – 
production (PAE) 

141 16.52 8.79 0.06 – 41.11 

HRT Addition (score) 122 27.17 4.31 18 – 37 
HRT Subtraction (score) 122 25.11 5.65 14 – 37 
HRT Multiplication (score) 122 21.16 6.21 8 – 32 
HRT Division (score) 122 18.89 8.39 1 – 31 
HRT Number comparison (score) 121 26.88 6.36 6 – 40 
HRT Number sequences (score) 122 11.93 2.06 6 – 16  

Table 2 
Correlation analysis.   

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

(1) Bounded number line – perception (PAE) – .273** − 0.009 − 0.071 ¡0.082 ¡0.163þ ¡0.036 ¡0.095 ¡0.087 ¡0.177þ

(2) Bounded number line – production (PAE)  – .049 − 0.007 ¡0.186* ¡0.203* ¡0.153þ ¡0.154þ ¡0.165þ ¡0.180* 
(3) Unbounded number line – perception (PAE)   – .569*** ¡0.027 ¡0.069 .009 .011 .071 ¡0.065 
(4) Unbounded number line – production (PAE)    – ¡0.134 ¡0.085 ¡0.034 ¡0.045 ¡0.032 ¡0.064 
(5) HRT Addition (score)     – .721*** .574*** .559*** .594*** .546*** 
(6) HRT Subtraction (score)      – .664*** .620*** .687*** .647*** 
(7) HRT Multiplication (score)       – .758*** .500*** .554*** 
(8) HRT Division (score)        – .576*** .564*** 
(9) HRT Number comparison (score)         – .561*** 
(10) HRT Number sequences (score)          – 

Note. +p < .10 *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001. Bold script indicates correlations between different versions of the number line estimation task and basic numerical and 
arithmetical skills. 
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estimation errors at and around the start, mid- and endpoint (i.e., 0, 500, 
and 1,000). In line with Ashcraft and Moore’s [18] procedure, we con-
ducted a contour analysis contrasting children’s estimation errors at and 
around reference points with those farthest away from common 

reference points in terms of absolute estimation error (see also [37]). For 
these analyses, we considered all target numbers ±25 around the three 
reference points. This means the two target numbers nearest the start 
point (i.e., 13 and 24), the midpoint (i.e., 517), and the two observations 

Fig. 2. Estimation patterns for bounded and unbounded NLE 
Note. Estimation patterns (mean estimates across all participants (left charts) and variability of estimation errors (SD of PAE, right charts) for bounded (Panels A and 
B) and unbounded NLE (Panels C and D)). 
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closest to the endpoint (i.e., 981 and 997) as well as those target 
numbers farthest away from reference points (i.e., 234 and 736). 

A 2 × 2 repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors task version 
(production vs. perception version of the bounded NLE task) and dis-
tance from reference point (close to vs. far away from reference points) 
was conducted to evaluate whether the characteristic M-shaped error 
pattern indeed reflected significantly smaller estimation errors at and 
around reference points in both versions of the bounded NLE task. 

The ANOVA revealed a main effect of distance from reference point 
indicating that the mean absolute estimation error was significantly 
smaller around the reference points (i.e., 0, 500, and 1,000) compared to 
those target numbers farthest away (i.e., 250 and 750), Mclose = 32.8 
versus Mfar away = 69.6; F(1, 116) = 186.35, p < .001, η2

p = 0.616. In 
contrast, no significant main effect of task version was observed, F(1, 
116) = 0.38, η2

p = 0.003, suggesting that children may have used 
proportion-judgement strategies to solve both task versions resulting in 
an M-shaped error pattern, Mproduction = 50.3 versus Mperception = 52.1. At 
last, the ANOVA revealed a significant interaction of task version and 
distance from reference points, F(1, 116) = 38.06, p < .001, η2

p = 0.247, 
which indicated that advantage for the estimates at and around refer-
ence points was more pronounced in the perception version compared to 
the production version of the bounded NLE task (18.9 versus 54.7, 
respectively, see Fig. 3). 

In contrast, estimations errors in both unbounded NLE task versions 
increased linearly with target size (r ≥ 0.95). Additionally, fourth 
graders made more accurate estimates in the production than the 
perception version of the unbounded NLE task. 

3.2.3. Correlation between the perception and production version 
As depicted in Table 2, significant correlations of children’s esti-

mation accuracy – as indicated by PAE – were found between the 
perception and production version of bounded r(135) = 0.273, p = .001 
as well as unbounded NLE r(141) = 0.569, p < .001. To evaluate 
whether the association of perception and production versions differed 
significantly between bounded and unbounded NLE tasks, Steiger’s Z- 
Test [54] was used. We observed that the correlation between the 
perception and production version of the bounded NLE task was 
significantly lower than the correlation between these two task versions 
of the unbounded NLE task [Z(131) = -2.97, p = .003, tested two-sided]. 

Hence, Steiger’s Z-Test indicated a significantly stronger association 
between the perception and production version for the unbounded NLE 
task than the bounded NLE task. 

4. Discussion 

The present study aimed at better understanding what bounded and 
unbounded NLE tasks measure. Therefore, we systematically evaluated 
differential associations between the perception and production version 
of bounded and unbounded NLE and their association with other 
arithmetic tasks in 9- to 11-year-old primary school students. To our 
knowledge, this is the first study evaluating potential associations and 
dissociations across these task versions in this age group. In line with 
previous studies [12,45,5,27], we observed significant associations be-
tween basic arithmetic performance and NLE for the production version 
of the bounded NLE task, but not for the perception version of the 
bounded nor any version of the unbounded NLE task versions. Moreover, 
a significantly stronger correlation was observed between the percep-
tion and production version of the unbounded compared to the tradi-
tional bounded NLE task versions. In the following, we will discuss these 
findings in more detail. 

4.1. Differential associations with basic arithmetic skills 

In line with previous evidence (see [12,45,5,27]), we also found 
estimation performance in the production version of the bounded NLE 
task to be significantly related to most of the arithmetic tasks assessed. In 
particular, significant correlations were observed between NLE accuracy 
and addition, subtraction, as well as performance in the number se-
quences task. 

We did not observe any significant association between the percep-
tion version of the bounded NLE or the two versions of the unbounded 
NLE and mathematical skills. The observed correlations between 
mathematical skills and the two versions of the bounded and unbounded 
task differed considerably. We observed that only the production 
version, but not the perception version, of the bounded NLE task 
correlated significantly with mathematical skills. This indicates that 
participants seem to apply different solution strategies to complete these 
versions of the bounded NLE task. One might note that children are more 
familiar with the production version of the bounded NLE task than with 
its perception version as well as the unbounded NLE task in general. 
However, we standardized estimation errors on the number range 
covered by the respective task versions and did focus on correlations 
with other arithmetical tasks and not on differences in task performance. 
As such, we are confident that potential differences in task difficulty 
should not bias the results. 

Beyond that, these differential association patterns for all four ver-
sions of the NLE task with arithmetic skills suggest that the production 
version of the bounded NLE task may be solved by applying classroom 
(learnt) strategies that involve specific arithmetic operations, such as 
addition and subtraction. For instance, when requested to locate the 
target ‘691′ on a 0 to 1,000 number line, children may first consider 
‘500′ as the midpoint of the number line halfway between the lower ‘0′

and upper ‘1,000′ bound. They may start quartering it (‘250′ and ‘750′). 
Next, they may evaluate whether the target ‘691′ is smaller or larger 
than a quarter/midpoint and compute the distance by adding (‘500′ +

191′) or subtracting (‘750′ - ‘59′) some units (see also [55] for a more 
detailed discussion, see also [26]). 

Besides these associations with simple arithmetic operations, the 
significant correlation between the production version of the bounded 
NLE task and the HRT subtest number sequences indicates an association 
of NLE and more complex numerical processes. In this subtest, children 
were asked to deduce the rule which governs the sequence and derive 
the next three numbers of the series following its logical structure. 
Participants needed to combine several arithmetic operations in a row 
and perform addition and subtraction operations according to the 

Fig. 3. Estimation errors at and around reference points in the different NLE 
tasks 
Note. Marginal means of absolute estimation errors for production and 
perception version of the bounded NLE task separated for close areas at refer-
ence points and those more far away. Error bars reflect 1 SEM. 
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logical relationship between the numbers. For instance, they had to 
complete the number sequence ‘3 3 4 5 5 6 _ _ _’ (see [53]) by identifying 
that the rule is report odd numbers twice and even numbers once. 
Accordingly, the three numbers to be added are ‘7 7 8′ by combining 
these numerical-logical addition rules. Children who quickly understood 
the logic behind these sequences also showed more accurate estimates in 
the production version of the bounded NLE task. The example described 
above placing ‘691′ on the 0 to 1,000 line illustrates the combination of 
consecutive arithmetic and numerical operations showing how basic 
arithmetic as well as other numerical processes (e.g., magnitude com-
parison) contribute to estimation performance in the production version 
of the bounded NLE task. 

Unlike Link et al. [27], we did not observe a significant correlation 
with the subtest number comparison. However, there is a tendency for 
this association [r(120) = − 0.17, p = .07]. The lack of associations with 
multiplication and division seems consistent with the literature (e.g. 
[27]). Moreover, according to the model fittings in Cohen and Sar-
necka’s [26] study, multiplication and/or addition was argued to be 
used by children for unbounded NLE, a fact which we also did not 
observe potentially indicating that children used addition predomi-
nantly. Cohen and Sarnecka [26] also assumed division and/or sub-
tractions to solve the production version of the bounded NLE task. 
However, we did not observe significant associations of division with 
estimation performance for this task version in our study. The fact that 
we only observed significant associations of bounded NLE and sub-
traction might indicate that children used subtraction strategies 
predominantly. 

In sum, these results seem to add to accumulating evidence sug-
gesting that the production version of the bounded NLE task may not 
reflect an unbiased measure of numerical estimation but seems to 
measure arithmetic skills (i.e., addition and subtraction) besides the 
intended estimation processes. Thereby, our results substantiate the 
interpretation by Link et al. [27] who claim that the associations be-
tween the production version of the bounded NLE task and other basic 
numerical/arithmetic competencies seem to be driven by numer-
ical/arithmetical processes required to successfully apply proportion 
judgement strategies. Estimation patterns obtained in this task version 
may therefore not reflect the underlying number magnitude represen-
tation directly as argued by Siegler and Opfer [2], but may be 
confounded with other numerical/arithmetical processes and might thus 
be biased. This seemed to be less pronounced for the other three task 
versions. 

However, when interpreting these data, there is a crucial point to 
consider. While above considerations describe the observed correlation 
pattern, it must be noted that in particular correlations of bounded NLE 
with arithmetic tasks were considerably smaller than observed in pre-
vious studies like Link et al. [27]. As such, some caution is advised when 
arguing with these results. Also, some correlations between the 
perception version of the bounded NLE task and arithmetic approached 
significance (e.g., for number sequences). Considering this, these data 
only provide first evidence suggesting potential differential associations 
of arithmetic tasks with bounded and unbounded NLE and between the 
perception and production version – at least for bounded NLE. In 
essence, additional studies are needed to further evaluate and substan-
tiate these results before drawing firm conclusions. Nevertheless, our 
results were more informative concerning different estimation patterns 
for the different NLE task versions. 

4.2. Estimation patterns in the different number line estimation task 
versions 

Regarding estimation patterns, the distribution of errors was infor-
mative regarding the solution strategies applied to solve the different 
task versions. It revealed that fourth-graders evidently used systematic 
reference points in both versions of the bounded NLE task. We observed 
the typical M-shaped error pattern in the production as well as in the 

perception version of the bounded NLE task reflecting smaller estima-
tion errors at and around typical reference points (i.e., the origin, mid- 
and endpoint, 0, 500, and 1,000, respectively). This pattern of results 
substantiated previous findings on the production version of the boun-
ded but provides new evidence for the unbounded NLE task (e.g. [14, 
36]). This indicates that in both bounded NLE task versions participants 
applied proportion judgement strategies to complete the tasks. Inter-
estingly, we found larger estimation errors for the production compared 
to the perception version. This is in line with previous research indi-
cating that the perception version of the bounded NLE task was sub-
stantially more demanding [20] which means that participants’ 
estimates were less accurate translating a given spatial position on a 
number line into a numerical value than inferring the spatial location of 
a given number on a number line. 

In line with previous studies, estimation errors in both unbounded 
NLE task versions linearly increased with the size of the target number. 
Moreover, the estimates of children were more accurate in the produc-
tion than in the perception version. The more linear distribution of 
estimation errors (and thus the lack of the characteristic M-shaped dis-
tribution) indicates that unbounded NLE primarily relies on numerical 
estimation rather than strategies associated with proportion judgement. 
However, it is important to note that we did not find any significant 
association between unbounded NLE and children’s arithmetic perfor-
mance. In line with the argument by Reinert et al. [37], this suggests that 
strategies applied in unbounded NLE seem less dependent on 
classroom-learnt methods and procedures. Instead, unbounded NLE 
seems to draw on spatial-numerical estimation. 

Hence, systematic evaluation of production and perception versions 
of the bounded and unbounded number line estimation task provided for 
the first time converging evidence on the limitations of the bounded NLE 
task due to biases in solution strategies employed (see also [30,56–58]). 

4.3. Consistency of both the perception and production versions of the 
number line estimation tasks 

The results of the present study are also meaningful considering the 
differential correlations between the perception and production version 
of both the bounded and unbounded NLE tasks. In particular, we 
observed a significantly stronger correlation between the perception and 
production version of the unbounded compared to the traditional 
bounded NLE task. Compared to the two complementary versions of the 
unbounded NLE task, the significantly lower association of these two 
inverse task versions suggests that it makes a difference which version of 
the two bounded ones is used to interpret the respective estimation 
pattern. The percentage of explained variance of the association of the 
production and perception version of the bounded NLE task was 7.5% 
indicating that these may not measure the same. 

This further corroborates the assumption that different solution 
strategies are recruited in these two task versions. The lack of associa-
tions between the perception task version and any arithmetic operation 
compared to the correlations between the production version of the 
bounded NLE task and several arithmetic operations confirms this claim 
(but see the limitations mentioned above on the size of the correlations 
overall). Nevertheless, this indicates that participants may apply 
different solution strategies in the perception version of the bounded 
NLE task. More specifically, our data suggest that this task version is 
solved more by estimating or counting-based strategies than by typical 
proportion judgement. 

On the other hand, the percentage of explained variance shared be-
tween both unbounded NLE task versions is significantly higher (32%). 
Considering results of a study we conducted recently [21], indicated a 
similar result pattern with 18% of variance shared between the two 
bounded NLE task versions and a somewhat higher percentage of 
explained variance (30%) confirming the stronger association between 
the two complementary unbounded NLE task versions. This means that 
both unbounded NLE task versions seem to be solved by more similar 
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solution strategies that may be related to classroom-learnt strategies 
such as arithmetic operations less but more so by mere estimation. 
Therefore, the two inverse versions of the unbounded NLE task capture 
number magnitude estimation more comparably, whereas this is less 
clear for the two bounded task versions. 

5. Conclusions & perspectives 

In summary, we observed first evidence suggesting significant asso-
ciations with basic arithmetic skills seem more prominent for the pro-
duction compared to the perception version of the bounded NLE task, 
and both unbounded NLE task versions. Furthermore, the perception 
and production version of the unbounded NLE task correlated signifi-
cantly stronger than the two versions of the bounded NLE task. These 
findings support the claim that the production version of the bounded 
NLE task seems to be specific in terms of what it measures – which may 
not necessarily be numerical estimation – but solution strategies such as 
proportion judgement, which also involve arithmetic procedures. 
However, the overall low correlations between bounded NLE and basic 
arithmetic tasks observed in this study must be considered when inter-
preting these differential results. For the unbounded NLE task, in 
contrast, our results suggest that perception and production versions 
were solved more similarly. Future studies are needed to evaluate 
further and substantiate this initial evidence on influences of the clas-
sical production vs. perception version of the (bounded) NLE task. This 
seems relevant as number lines are a common tool for familiarizing 
children with different ranges of number magnitudes (e.g., 0 to 100 in 
second grade) and facilitating arithmetic operations within the respec-
tive number range. The present evidence suggests using the production 
version of the bounded NLE task in such educational settings as it is the 
one most strongly associated with children’s more general arithmetic 
and mathematical performance. Additionally, further evidence indicates 
interventions building on bounded NLE to successfully increase chil-
dren’s arithmetic/mathematical performance (e.g. [59,60]). Notably, 
there was no such association for the perception version of the bounded 
as well as both unbounded NLE task versions. Yet, as the latter seems to 
reflect a purer measure of number magnitude representation, one might 
assume that the unbounded NLE task may be useful not only to assess but 
also to foster the representation of number magnitude. To evaluate this 
claim, future intervention studies using the unbounded NLE task would 
be desirable to investigate potential effects on children’s number 
magnitude representation and as a consequence on the development of 
their mathematical skills more broadly. This would substantiate that 
both task versions assess different aspects of numerical skills. 
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